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ABSTRACT

Because of the change in flow conditions that they create the construction
of dams and the resulting reservoirs tend to trap a large proportion of the
fluvial sediments that enter the reservoir. I(nowledge of the trapping
efficiency of reservoirs is important in assessing locatlons for new
reservoirs as well as estinating the actl.ve life of existing reservoirs.

A study was carried out using a numerical reservoir sedimentation model to
analyse the factors which effect reservoir trapping efficiency. The effect
of altering variable which represent the reeervoir geometry, flow and
sediment conditions were investigated. This report is a brief sunrnary
report of the study. the technical details are described in fuIl in HR
Report SR 212.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is the nature of reservoirs to cause a reduction in

both the velocity of flow in a river and the water

surface slope. This reduces the capacity of the river

to transport sediment and encourages the deposition of

sediment in the reservoir. The accumulation of

sediment reduces the amount of water storage available

and hence the utility of the reservoir. In extreme

cases effectively all the useful storage may be lost

due to sedimentation. The rate at which sediment

aceurmrlates has a major impact on the useful life of a

reservoir and so is significant in assessing the

economics of a proposed reservoir. There is,

therefore, the need to be able to assess sedimentation

when a reservoir is being planned.

In considering the impact of sedimentation on a
storage scheme it is important to know the loss of
available storage after a given tirne period as this
directly affects the yield of the reservoir. Ttre
distribution of the sediment deposits affects the
stage/storage curve and so may have an impact on the
operating rules of the reservoir. For the designer,

therefore, there is a need to be able to predict both
the amount and distribution of sedimentation.

2 IMPACT OF RESERVOIR

SEDIMENTATION

Reservoir sedimentation is a major problem world-wide.

In 20 large reservoirs in China 7.7 bi l l ion cubic

metres of sediment have accumulated resulting in a 90%

Ioss of storage in 20 years. fn India 21 reservoirs

of more than 1,000 nill ion cubic metres capacity are

losing storage at a rate of between 0.5 and l% per

year. In the USA 1,200 million tonnes of sedirnent are

deposited in reservoirs annually costing in excess of

US $ 100 mi1l ion.



The adverse effects caused by reservoir sedimentation

may include :

(a) a reduction in the storage available and hence a

reduction in the yield provi.ded by the

reservoir ,

(b) degradation dovnstream of the dam. This may

threaten structures associated with the dam and

lead to problems at structures further downstream

such as bri-dges and intakes,

(c) deposition at the head of the reservoir leading

to an increase in flood levels in the

contributing streams upstream,

(d) increased evaporation l-osses for a given storage

volume.

Until recently reservoir sedimentation could only be

assessed using sirrple, enpirical nrethods. To estirnate

the voh:me of deposited material the notion of

trapping efficiency rras introduced. Ttre trapping

efficiency of a reservoir is defined as a ratio of the

quantity of deposited sedinent to the total sedjment

inflow.

Gottschalk {1948),  Churchi l l  (1948) and Brune (1953)

provided sinple graphical m€ans to determine trapping

efficiency and these have been used extensively.

Since, however, the trapping efficiency must depend

upon the sedj$ent size, the flow through the

reservoir, the distribution of flows into the

reservoir and the way that the reservoir is operated,

it follows that such estimates of trapping efficiency

can only provide approximate values r,rhich may, on

oecasions, be ser iously in error.



PRESENT PROJECT

More recently, however, numerical models of

sedimentation in reservoirs have been developed and

these have provided a means of studying reservoir

sedimentation in much greater detail. Unfortunately

such models are complicated to use and expensive to

aPply.

It is corunon in the initial planning stages of a

storage project to consider a number of possible dam

locations and heights. It would be impractical to

study each possible alternative using a detailed

numerical model. What is required is a sirnple nethod

which will give an approximate estimate of the

sedimentation rate but is more accurate than the

existing empirical techniques.

The present project was airned at using the existing

numerical rn<rdel of reservoir sedimentation to derive a

simple method to provide a quick reliable technique

for estimating the trapping efficiency of reservoirs

so that the rate of sedimentation can be predicted.

In the study the numerical reservoir sedimentation

model was used to investigate the trapping

efficiencies of a number of reservoirs with a range of

geometries and characteristics in order to improve the

understanding of the factors determining trapping

efficiency. This invol"ved changing a number of

variables such as reservoir length, width, depth,

discharge and determining the corresponding trapping

efficiencies. From this information a procedure was

developed to determine the instantaneous trapping

efficiency of a reservoir. Itris procedure can then be

used to consider the trapping efficiency of a

reservoir at a number of different instants during the

year so that the average yearly trapping efficiency

could be determined. The method was tested on the

data from a number of reservoirs in Zimbabwe. The



DISSEI,IINATION

RESULTS

OF

detai-Is of the analysis and procedure are described in

HR Report SR 212 (Hydraul ics Research, 1989).

The settling characteristics of sediment,s depends,

among the factors, and the size of the sediment

part ic les. In the HR Report SR 212 i t  is detai led how

the settling velocity depends upon sediment diameter.

The sediment that is deposited in any reservoir

reflects the whole range of sediment sizes that are

transported by the river inmediately entering the

reservoir. Tlpically the sediments range from fine

silts and clays up to sands or gravels depending upon

the nature of the river. The coarser sediments are

normally found at the head of the reservoir while the

finer sediments are transported further into the body

of the reservoir. Dependi-ng upon the nature of the

sediments the procedure can be used for a range of

sediment sizes to take fu1l account of the differences

in behaviour of the range of sediment sizes.

By utilising this procedure the engineer will be able

to quickly estimate the trapping efficiency, and thus

active life, of existing reservoirs. The procedure

will also be of use when assessing sites for new

reservoirs. Using the procedure the trapping

efficiencies of reservoirs at different sites ean be

rapidly assessed. Once a particular site and

reservoir has been selected, a numerical reservoir

sedimentation model can be used to identj-fy the

location of deposition together with subsequent

changes in bed level and lsss of storage.

It is the intention of Hydraulics Research to produce

a paper for a sui-table journal which surnrnarises the

findings and method described in HR Report SR 212.

Using its own funds HR has also incorporated the



CONCLUSIONS

method into a simple computer program. It is the

intention of HR to market this software in the future

to the civj.1 engineeri-ng industry.

There are a number of empirical approaches to

estimating the trapping efficiency of reservoirs

but these have nol proved particularly accurate in

the past.

Numerical reservoir sedimentation models exi_st but

are impractical to use at the earliest stages of

design when a large nr:mber of possible

alternatives need to be compared.

In this study the results from a m:rnerical

reservoir sedimentation for a nr:mber of

reservoirswith a range of geometries and

characteristics have been studied i-n order to

develop a simple, quick nnethod for analysing the

trapping efficiency of reservoirs.

By utilising this procedure the engineer will be

able to quickly estimate the trapping efficiency,

and thus active life, of existing reservoirs. Ttre

procedure will also be of use when assessing sites

for new reservoirs. Using the procedure the

trapping efficiencies of reservoirs at different

sites can be rapidly assessed. Once a particular

site and reservoir tras been selected, a numerical

reservoir sedimentation model can be used to

identify the location of deposition together with

subsequent changes in bed level and loss of

storage.

Using Hydraulics Research own resources the method

has been incorporated into a computer program. It

is the intention of HR to market this software to

1 )

2)

3 )

4 )

s)



the civil engineering industry and

results of the study as a paper in

journal.

to

an

publish the

appropriate
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APPENDIX 1

Executive Summary of HR Report SR 212

This report describes a study undertaken by Hydraulics

Research to investigate the factors which affect the

trapping efficiency of reservoirs.

A numerieal reservoir sedimentation nodel is used to

investigate the effect of altering variables which

represent the reservoir geometry, flow and sediment

conditions.

The critical factors in determining reservoir trapping

efficiency are the discharge, mean depth, width and

shear velocity, and the sediment fal1 velocity.

The trapping efficiency of a reservoir is dependent on

the mean depth to length ratio.

When assessing the trapping efficiency of a reservoir

only the active length of the reservoir should be

considered.

T\co graphical procedures are developed for estimating

reservoir trapping ef,ficiency. In the first a

backwater calculation is required to give the variation

of shear velocity along the reservoir. In the second

the active length of the reservoir is estimated from a
plot of non-dimensional variables and then the mean

shear velocity cai.culated. In both procedures the

trapping efficiency is calculated from a plot giving

trapping efficiency as a function of non-di:nensional

var iables.

Both procedures give good agreement with the numerical

model results except under extreme conditions such as

very shallow reservoir or very high discharge.

When applied to a typical yearly cycle of reservoir
j-nflows the procedures give good agreement with both

the numerical rnodel and Brune curves.






